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Abstract. This paper presents a machine learning approach to the
study of translationese. The goal is to train a computer system to distin-
guish between translated and non-translated text, in order to determine
the characteristic features that influence the classifiers. Several algo-
rithms reach up to 97.62% success rate on a technical dataset. Moreover,
the SVM classifier consistently reports a statistically significant improved
accuracy when the learning system benefits from the addition of simpli-
fication features to the basic translational classifier system. Therefore,
these findings may be considered an argument for the existence of the
Simplification Universal.
1 Introduction
The characteristics exhibited by translated texts compared to non-translated
texts have always been of great interest in Translation Studies. Translated lan-
guage is believed to manifest certain universal features, as a consequence of the
translation process. Translations exhibit their own specific lexico-grammatical
and syntactic characteristics [1–3]. These“fingerprints”left by the translation
process were first described by Gellerstam and named translationese [4]. Fairly
recently, it has been stated that there are common characteristics which all
translations share, regardless of the source and the target languages [5]. Toury
proposed two laws of translation: the law of standardisation and the law of inter-
ference [6], and it was Baker who defined four possible translation universals [5,
7]. However, the notion of these universals is based on intuition and introspection.
Laviosa continued this line of research by proposing features for simplification
in a corpus-based study [8]. Despite some evidence of the existence of such a
phenomenon, there is still a remarkable challenge in defining the features which
characterise the simplification universal.
The aim of this study is twofold: first, to model a language-independent
learning system able to distinguish between translated and non-translated texts.
The main advantages of such a data representation are obvious: the system has
a wide applicability for other languages, and thus, the “universal”label of this
hypothesis is easier to investigate. Second, the goal is to investigate the validation
of the simplification hypothesis and to explore the characteristic features which
most influence the translated language.
2 Related Work
The simplification universal is described as the tendency of translators to pro-
duce simpler and easier-to-follow texts [5]. The follow-up research methodology
in the investigation of translation universals is based on comparable corpora,
and some empirical results sustaining the universal were provided [8]. Laviosa
investigates lexical patterns for English and the obtained results show a rela-
tively low proportion of lexical words over function words in translated texts,
and a high proportion of high-frequency words compared to the low-frequency
words. Moreover, great repetition of the most frequent words and less variety in
the most frequently used words has been emphasised [9].
Recently, a corpus-based approach which tests the statistical significance of
features proposed to investigate the simplification universal has been exploited
for Spanish [10, 11]. The experiments were on both the medical and technical
domains, and the translated texts were produced by both professional and semi-
professional translators. In [10] the simplification universal is confirmed only for
lexical richness. The results for the following parameters appear to be against
this universal: complex sentences, sentence length, depth of syntactical trees, in-
formation load, senses per word. The experiments in [11] revealed that translated
texts exhibit lower lexical density and richness, seem to be more readable, have
a smaller proportion of simple sentences and appear to be significantly shorter,
and discourse markers were used significantly less often. Simplification finger-
prints were found on the technical translation and seemed to show that texts
written by non-professional translators do not have such simplification traits.
A different perspective over the same line of research is employed by Baroni
and Bernardini [12], who exploit machine learning techniques for the task of clas-
sifying Italian texts as translated or non-translated texts. The results obtained
show that the SVM classifier depends heavily on lexical cues, the distribution of
n-grams of function words and morpho-syntactic categories in general, and on
personal pronouns and adverbs in particular. Therefore, it is proved that shallow
data representations can be sufficient to automatically distinguish professional
translations from non-translated texts with an accuracy above the chance level,
and hypothesise that this representation captures the distinguishing features of
translationese. Moreover, human accuracy on the same task seems to be much
lower compared to the success rate of the learning system. In this study, the
exploitation of n-grams indicators is avoided because of their language depen-
dence.
3 Methodology
The approach in this paper is based on supervised machine learning techniques
which aim to distinguish between translated and non-translated, spontaneous
texts. Therefore, a training dataset and a test dataset were constructed compris-
ing random instances from both classes. By using Weka 1 [13, 14], the classifiers
are trained including and excluding the features proposed for the simplification
universal within the data representation, and afterwards the T-test evaluates the
statistical significance between the accuracies obtained in both cases. Therefore,
if the success rate of the learning system including the simplification indicators
in the feature vector is high, then it may be stated that this is an argument for
the existence of the simplification universal.
As is proposed, these universals can be studied by comparing translations
with non-translations in the same language [15], thus strictly avoiding any foreign
interference [16]. The resource exploited is the monolingual comparable corpora
for Spanish language extensively described in [10], which comprise three pairs of
translated and non-translated texts, as follows:
– Corpus of Medical Translations by Professionals (MTP), which is comparable
to the Corpus of Original Medical texts by Professionals (MTPC);
– Corpus of Medical Translations by Students (MTS), which is comparable to
the Corpus of Original Medical texts by Students (MTSC);
– Corpus of Technical Translations by Professionals (TT), which is comparable
to the Corpus of Original Technical texts by Professionals (TTC).
The training set comprises 450 randomly selected instances and the overall
test set has 150 randomly selected instances from all three pairs of compara-
ble texts. The same proportion of texts is kept for both selected training and
test datasets. In order to extract the feature vector for the learning process, all
the texts of the corpora were parsed with the Connexor Machinese [17], which
provides the dependency parser for the Spanish language model.
The learning system exploits twenty-one language-independent features. Some
of these parameters are designed to capture the simplicity characteristic of texts,
which is expected to improve the performance of the classifiers, on the assump-
tion that the simplification universal is valid. Additionally, in order to prevent
learning to classify according to the topic of a text, the current approach avoids
the bag-of-words model.
The first set of features which grasp general characteristics of texts, consid-
ered to stand for the translationese effect, are the following:
– the proportion in texts of grammatical words, nouns, finite verbs, auxiliary
verbs, adjectives, adverbs, numerals, pronouns, prepositions, determiners,
conjunctions, and the proportion of grammatical words to lexical words.
1 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
For the last parameter above, the following parts of speech are considered to
belong to the class of grammatical words: determiners, prepositions, auxiliary
verbs, pronouns, and interjections. Lexical words, also known as content words,
are represented by nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and numerals.
The data representation for the learning system comprises all the above pa-
rameters and includes the proposed simplification features described below:
1. average sentence length,
2. sentence depth as the parse tree depth,
3. proportion of simple sentences, complex sentences and sentences without any
finite verb,
4. ambiguity as the average of senses per word2,
5. word length as the proportion of syllables per word,
6. lexical richness,
7. information load as the proportion of lexical words to tokens.
Most of the features employed (1-4, 6-7) in the data representation were
originally proposed in [10] for the investigation of the simplification universal.
The experiments in [11] deal with the universal in a slightly different manner
(e.g. using readability measures), hence the results previously mentioned are
slightly different from the ones reported in [10] but by and large compatible.
The next stage of the study consists of evaluation on separate datasets cor-
responding to each corpus domain, in order to determine the performance of the
text classification for each type and genre. Therefore, the system is trained on
the entire training dataset and it is tested on the following datasets: the technical
domain written by professional translators dataset, and on the medical domain
written by students dataset. As the medical domain written by professionals
dataset has insufficient class instances, no separate dataset was considered.
The machine learning classifiers applied on the categorisation task are the
following: Jrip, Decision Tree, Na¨ıve Bayes, BayesNet, SVM, Simple Logistic
and one meta-classification algorithm: the Vote meta-classifier with the Majority
Voting combination rule, which considers the Decision Tree, Jrip and Simple Lo-
gistic classifiers output. To assess the statistical significance of the improvement
of the machine learning system when including simplification features compared
to the learning system without these features, the paired two-tailed t-test has
been applied with 0.5 significance level.
4 Evaluation
The accuracy obtained with the data representation including the simplification
features is compared to the accuracy obtained by the system without the sim-
plification features. The assumption is the following: if the lack of simplification
features causes a statistically significant difference, this can be considered as an
argument for the existence of the simplification universal.
2 Note that the ambiguity parameter is obtained exploiting the Spanish Wordnet
synsets [18].
4.1 Classification results
The accuracies for the 10-fold cross-validation evaluation on the training data
and the accuracy for the test dataset evaluation are reported in Table 1. The
training dataset comprises 450 instances, with 156 for the translation class and
294 for non-translation class instances, and the test dataset comprises 148 in-
stances, with 52 for the translation class and 96 for non-translation class.
An asterisk by the accuracy value indicates that a statistically significant
improvement is registered when including the simplification features compared
to the same classifier without the simplification features. There are no worse
cases, therefore only improvement is marked.
Table 1. Classification Results: Accuracies for several classifiers
Including Simplification Excluding Simplification
Features Features
10-fold Test 10-fold Test
Classifier cross-validation set cross-validation set
Baseline 65.33% 64.86% 65.33% 64.86%
Naive Bayes *76.67% 79.05% 69.33% 75.00%
BayesNet 78.67% 79.73% 75.11% 77.03%
Jrip 79.56% 83.11% 73.33% 77.03%
Decision Tree 78.22% 81.76% 78.22% 81.76%
Simple Logistic *77.33% 83.11% 71.11% 80.41%
SVM *79.11% *81.76% 69.33% 73.65%
Meta-classifier *80.00% 87.16% 73.33% 85.81%
The baseline classifier, ZeroR, considers the majority class from the dataset.
As the majority class is the non-translated class, the baseline is 64.5%. The
meta-classifier, which takes the majority vote between Decision Tree, Jrip and
Simple Logistic classifiers, reaches 87.16% for the randomly selected test set and
80% for 10 fold cross-validation.
4.2 Experiments on separate test datasets
The experiments continue with the evaluation of the system on three subsets of
the test set according to the three types of corpora: the test set pair 1 for MTP-
MTPC, test set pair 2 for MTS-MTSC, and test set pair 3 for TT-TTC. The
same proportion of class instances is kept as in the previous stage: test set pair
2 has 66 and 36 instances for non-translated and translated class, respectively;
test set pair 3 has 28 non-translated class instances and 14 translated class
instances. As pair 1 has only 5 instances for both classes, it is not relevant to
test the classifiers on such a small dataset.
In Table 2, the accuracies for the classifiers tested on these three datasets are
reported. As expected from the previous experiment, none of them report worse
results when adding the simplification features. Moreover, the SVM classifier
shows a statistically significant improvement for the technical domain written
by professionals, reaching the highest performance of 97.62% accuracy. Never-
theless, BayesNet, Simple Logistic, and the meta-classifier register similar values
for the same pair (technical domain), not statistically significant according to
the t-test.
Table 2. Classification accuracy results on the medical and technical test datasets.
Including Simplification Excluding Simplification
Features Features
Classifier MTS-MTSC TT-TTC MTS-MTSC TT-TTC
Baseline 64.71% 66.67% 64.71% 66.67%
Naive Bayes 71.57% 95.24% 71.57% 80.95%
BayesNet 73.53% 97.62% 71.57% 92.86%
Jrip 79.42% 95.24% 72.55% 92.86%
Decision Tree 77.45% 92.86% 75.49% 95.24%
Simple Logistic 77.45% 97.62% 79.41% 83.33%
SVM 75.49% *97.62% 74.51% 69.05%
Meta-classifier 82.35% 97.62% 78.43% 92.86%
The learning system retrieves outstanding results for the technical domain,
with all the classifiers having above 95% success rates.
Aiming to determine the most salient features which led to these results,
the following subsection provides the feature analysis output from the learning
system and the attribute evaluators selection.
4.3 Results analysis
A deeper result analysis is undertaken and the rules considered by the classifiers
are described in figures 1 and 2. The Jrip and the Decision Tree classifiers are
two algorithms which provide an intuitive output for analysis [19].
As can be noticed from the pruned tree output in Figure 1, the most in-
formative feature is undoubtedly lexical richness, followed by sentence length
and proportion of grammatical words by lexical words. Both lexical richness and
sentence length are features considered to be indicative of the simplification hy-
pothesis, widely discussed and studied in the past decade. Sentence length is a
characteristic which posed a certain difficulty in its interpretation in the study
undertaken by [10, 11]. Additionally, the proportion of grammatical words and
lexical words makes a valuable contribution in the classification. This is a fea-
ture first proposed for this task, and considered to stand for the translationese
phenomenon in general, rather than for any particular universal. On the third
level is the proportion of pronouns and conjunctions in texts.
The rules observed by the JRip classifier, according to which the classifier
takes its decisions, is presented in Figure 2.
lexicalRichness <= 0.16
| sentenceLength <= 16.81: non-translation (30.0)
| sentenceLength > 16.81
| | ratioProns <= 0.05
| | | lexicalRichness <= 0.11: translation (46.0/1.0)
| | | lexicalRichness > 0.11
| | | | .......................................
| | | ratioNumerals <= 0.03: non-translation (15.0/1.0)
| | | ratioNumerals > 0.03
| | | | .......................................
lexicalRichness > 0.16
| grammsPerLexics <= 0
| | ratioConjs <= 0.03
| | | ratioAdjectives <= 0.09: translation (9.0/1.0)
| | | ratioAdjectives > 0.09: non-translation (2.0)
| | ratioConjs > 0.03
| | | ratioNumerals <= 0.06
| | | | .......................................
| | | ratioNumerals > 0.06
| | | | .......................................
| grammsPerLexics > 0
| | lexicalRichness <= 0.31: non-translation (88.0/2.0)
| | lexicalRichness > 0.31
| | | ratioConjs <= 0.04: non-translation (11.0)
| | | ratioConjs > 0.04
| | | | ratioNumerals <= 0.04
| | | | | ...................................
| | | | ratioNumerals > 0.04: translation (4.0)
Fig. 1. Pruned tree output from the Decision Tree classifier.
Rule 1: (lexicalRichness <= 0.16) and (ratioFiniteVerbs <= 0.08)
=> class=translation (86.0/15.0)
Rule 2: (simpleSentences >= 0.3) and (wordLength <= 2.46) and
(sentenceLength >= 20.7) and (ratioNouns >= 0.33)
=> class=translation (24.0/3.0)
Rule 3: (ratioFiniteVerbs <= 0.09) and (ratioPreps <= 0.13)
=> class=translation (17.0/6.0)
Rule 4: => class=non-translation (323.0/53.0)
Fig. 2. JRip classifier rules output.
The first rule considers lexical richness and proportion of finite verbs, whilst
sentence length, word length, proportion of nouns and prepositions appear in
the second and third rule output from this classifier.
Furthermore, the feature selection evaluators output is exploited in order to
see the ranking of the attributes, regardless of any classifier. The Information
Gain and Chi-square algorithms provide the information from Figure 3. The
notation of the sentences without any finite verb is marked in the program as
the zeroSentences attribute.
As can be observed, the two feature selection algorithms acquire approxi-
mately the same knowledge, particularly for the top seven attributes. The slight
variation in the ranking is minimal, and the most intriguing part is that ambi-
guity is listed as one of the less informative features in the classification system.
Table 3. Attributes Ranking Filters.
Information Gain Chi squared
0.1 lexicalRichness 61.79 lexicalRichness
0.08 grammsPerLexics 43.55 grammsPerLexics
0.07 ratioFiniteVerbs 39.28 ratioFiniteVerbs
0.05 ratioNumerals 33.12 ratioNumerals
0.05 ratioAdjectives 23.89 ratioAdjectives
0.04 sentenceLength 23.55 sentenceLength
0.04 ratioProns 22.64 ratioProns
0.03 simpleSentences 21.07 wordLength
0.03 wordLength 19.74 simpleSentences
0.03 grammaticalWords 15.37 zeroSentences
0.03 zeroSentences 13.79 ratioNouns
0.02 ratioNouns 11.46 lexicalWords
..... .....
Moreover, this attribute is consistently disregarded by both decision tree and
Jrip classifiers. Therefore, the assumption that the more ambiguous a text is,
the more probable that it is a non-translation is rejected by the employed learn-
ing system, in line with one of the findings by [10].
In addition, analysing the confusion matrix, a high proportion of misclassified
instances are due to the labelling of the translated text as non-translations.
Thus, it can be asserted that this behaviour is expected, as the main purpose of
a translation is to be easily confused with a spontaneous, non-translated text.
5 Conclusions and Further Research
This paper presents a new study on the investigation of universals of translations
in Spanish. A supervised learning approach is employed to identify the most
informative features that characterise translations compared to non-translated
texts. The learning system is trained on two domains, medical and technical,
and the novelty consists of its language-independent data representation. The
outstanding accuracy provided by several classifiers is evidence that translations
can indeed be identified.
On the categorisation task, the algorithms achieve an accuracy of 87.16% on
a test set, and reach up to 97.62% for separate test datasets from the technical
domain. However, the removal of the features related to simplification from the
machine learning process leads to decreased accuracy of the classifiers. Therefore,
the retrieved results may be considered as an argument for the existence of
the simplification universal. A performance analysis of our classifiers’ output
reveals that the learning system relies heavily on the following features: lexical
richness, proportion of grammatical words to lexical words, sentence length, word
length and some morphological attributes like nouns, pronouns, finite verbs,
conjunctions and prepositions.
The main research direction to be tackled in the future is the investigation
of the other translation universals. An additional subject of investigation will be
a deeper analysis of the indicative features which influence translated language.
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